


        The Jersey devil is said to live in
      the Pine Barrens, a remote place

    with thick forests and swamps.

 [Jersey devil]
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Introduction
     Even among strange creatures, the

      Jersey devil stands out. Legends say

          it has the head of a horse and the face

         of a dog. Its wings are leathery, like a

       bat’s. It stands on two powerful legs.

          It has hooves like a goat, and its tail is

      long and forked. The creature hisses

      and shrieks. It attacks small animals.

      Its appearance is sometimes seen as

    a sign of imminent disaster.

      The legends claim that the Jersey

       devil was born in 1735, in southern

     New Jersey. A woman named

     Mother Leeds was pregnant with

       her 13th child, but she had decided

       that 12 was enough. She said the

        devil could take it. When the baby was

     born, it sprouted wings. It    ew up the

       chimney and escaped into the wilds of

     New Jersey. According to eyewitnesses,

   it didn’t stay there.

 The       Jersey devil, like the gure of

       Satan in folklore, has some of the
   features of a goat.

   Did you know?
     During the 1700s, in the

   North American colonies,
     women gave birth to an

   average of eight children.
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    Some people claimed that
    they found Jersey devil

    hoofprints near the torn
    remains of dead animals.

  Best Recorded Sighting
            According to legend, the Jersey devil appeared a few times in the

        1700s and 1800s. In January of 1909, it

    made its most famous appearances.

      One morning, residents woke to nd

       hoofprints on their lawns and on rooftops.

       Many trails just stopped. Had the animal

       own away? On January 16, E.W. Minister

         saw a glowing creature in the sky. A police

          ocer said he saw it the same night. He shot

    at it. The beast  ew o.

   Did you know?

  Many legendary

  creatures have

    wings. Pegasus is a

   winged horse from

  Greek mythology.

   He is pure white.
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             On January 19, a couple in Gloucester City had a lengthy sighting. A

           terrible sound woke them. There was an ugly winged creature standing

               on the roof of their shed. The man put his head out the window. He

         yelled, “Shoo!” The creature barked at him. Then it left.

            The next day, a newspaper printed the story of the couple’s encounter.

             An artist drew a sketch. The story and image created a panic. People

           were afraid to go outside. The papers reported sightings in several

           towns. The beast was said to have attacked a dog. It      ew at a trolley. It

        left the remains of devoured animals in the snow.

   Drawings of the
    Jersey devil showed a

  frightening creature.
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